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Let G be a simply connected semisimple algebraic group over an algebraically 
closed field K of characteristic p > 0. The hyperalgebra UK of G is obtained by 
tensoring with Kostant’s Z-form of the universal enveloping algebra of a complex 
semisimple Lie algebra of the same type as G. U, has certain finite dimensional 
subalgebras u, , where u = uI is the restricted universal enveloping algebra 
of the Lie algebra of G (cf. [9]). In this paper we study the PIMs and blocks 
Of%, then consider analogous tructures for G. This leads to a better under- 
standing of which composition factors may occur in an indecomposable G- 
module, e.g., a “Weyl module.” 
We shall mainly follow the notation of [S], with the exception that hi no 
longer denotes a fundamental dominant weight. Instead, we write an arbitrary 
dominant weight h E X+ in the form h = h, + pX, + p2h, + ..., with An E X, 
(the set of restricted dominant weights) and A, = 0 for sufficiently large n. 
The results of 1.1, 1.2, 2.3 are largely due to the first author, and those of 
2.4, 2.5 to the second author. We are grateful to those who have shared pre- 
liminary versions of their work with us: J. W. Ballard, S. Donkin, J. A. Green, 
W. J. Haboush, J. B. Sullivan. 
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1. REPRESENTATIONS OF THE HYPERALGEBRA 
Rational G-modules give rise to representations f the hyperalgebra U, and 
its finite-dimensional subalgebras u, (cf. [9, 3, 6, 14, 15, 161). The latter algebras 
are fairly easy to study. Here we shall concentrate on their principal indecom- 
posable modules (PIMs) and blocks. 
1.1. PIMS of u, 
As shown in [9], the irreducible u,-modules are derived from the G-modules 
M,, , h E XD, . The largest of these is the Steinberg module St, of highest 
weight )I = (pa - l)& Irreducibles are in 1 - 1 correspondence with principal 
indecomposable modules (PIMs), with MA appearing as unique top composition 
factor of its PIM, P,, (this notation is temporary). For example, St, is itself 
a PIM. 
In case n = 1, u = ui is just the restricted universal enveloping algebra of 
the Lie algebra of G. Its PIMs were studied in [7], [8] and called QA (h E X,) in 
the latter paper. Theorem 8.2 of [S], as completed by an argument of Ballard 
(see [l]), shows that Qh has a natural G-module (or UK-module) structure. 
(For the argument in [l] it is assumed that p 3 3h - 3, where h is the Coxeter 
number, to avoid special cases; but there are strong indications that [8, 8.21 
is true for allp. Results below which depend on [I] are marked (B).) In particular, 
it makes sense to twist QA by the Frobenius operator, and to form twisted tensor 
products. If X E X,, , write h = X, + pX, + ... + p”-l/\,-, , and define 
as in [8, Corollary 10.21. This is a module for G or UK or u, . 
THEOREM. (B) The u,-module Qnsn is isomorphic to the PIM belonging to 
MA (A E X,,). 
Proof. As in [S, 10.21, QASn may be viewed as a G-summand of M, @ St, 
for some p. Therefore, QA,lt is projective asa u,-module [9, 3.21; by construction, 
it contains a G-submodule (hence u,-module) of type MA. As a result, QA,n 
involves the PIM PA as a direct summand. To show that Q,,n = PA it will be 
enough to see that their dimensions coincide. 
As a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra, u, is a Frobenius algebra, to which 
the dimension considerations of[8, Remark 21 apply. If d = dim G, p = pn, 
we have: 
qd = dim u, = 1 (dim MA)(dim PA) 
AEXa 
< C (dim MAXdim Qd 
AEX” 
(1) 
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Thanks to Steinberg’s twisted tensor product theorem, we also have: 
n-1 
dim M,, = fl dim M,,< . 
i-0 
By construction: 
n-1 
dimQ,,, = g dimQ,i. 
For u = ur we already know that Qn (h E X,) is a PIM, so: 
pd = dim u = c (dim M,)(dim QJ. 
AEXp 
Combining (2), (3), and (4), we obtain: 
,z (dim MAXdim Qd 
* 
n-1 
= c fl (dim MA,)(dimQAi) 
(AO,...>An--l) i=o 
= C (dim M7,,)(dimQ,,,) * c (dim MAJ(dimQ,,) 4’. 
46Gl +x, 
zzz (@z 
B 
(dim MAdim QJ)” = (pa>” = 4’. 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Therefore, equality holds in (I), forcing dimQ,,, = dim PA . 
1.2. Blocks of u, 
Q.E.D. 
By definition, the blocks of u, are the indecomposable two-sided ideals. 
A block is the sum of “linked” PIMs, where linkage is the equivalence relation 
generated by the sharing of a composition factor [S, Remark 11. For example, 
one block consists of qm copies of St, (q = pn, m = number of positive roots), 
since St, is an irreducible PIM of dimension q”. 
It was shown in [7] that the blocks of u correspond precisely to the linkage 
classes of weights in X, . (Th e restriction on p in [7] can be lifted thanks to 
the results of V. Kac, B. Weisfeiler, cf. [8, Section 31.) As in [B, 3.11, we say 
that h, p E X+ are linked if ho and p. are linked in the sense that u(ho + S) = 
p. + S (modpX) for some u E W, where W is the Weyl group. 
We shall say that a weight X E X, “belongs to” a block of u, if QA,n belongs 
to this block. The explicit construction of PIMs for u, in (1.1) allows us to 
assert hat certain weights must belong to distinct blocks, as follows. For each 
i = 0, l,..., n - 1 and each linkage class L in X+ not containing (p - l)S, 
define BiSL to be the set of all X E X, for which ho = *e* = hi-, = (p - 1)6, 
hi EL. (When i = 0 the first condition is vacuous.) Set B, = {(p” - 1)s). It is 
clear that the sets Bi,L , B, form a partition fX, . 
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THEOREM. (B) Weights belonging to a given block of u, all lie in one of the 
sets BI,L , B, . 
Proof. It suffices to show that the highest weights of composition factors 
of a PIM, Q,l,n7 all lie in one of these sets. We may assume that h # (p - 1)s. 
By construction, 
Qn 1E = Sti @Qh’:‘) @ ... @)Q’““-I’ An-1 ’ with hi EL. 
To say anything about the u,-composition factors, we first have to study the 
G-composition factors. 
As a first step, consider a twisted tensor product of the form M, @ MJy’, 
(p, v E XL). This can be expressed as Mu, @ (MuI @ MEJ@) @ .... To compute 
its G-composition factors, one would first find the G-composition factors of 
K, 0 M,, Mu, 0 Mv, ,..., then form p-adic sums of the resulting weights. 
But all of these begin with p,, (which is all we need to know for the present 
proof). 
Since the highest weights of u-composition factors of QU (CL E: X,) are all 
linked to CL, the same is true for G-composition factors. Returning to the twisted 
tensor product form of Qn,n, we see from the preceding paragraph that all 
G-composition factors of QA,% have highest weights of the form p = (pi - 1)s + 
pipi + ‘.‘) where pL. EL. 
Consider finally the highest weights of u,-composition factors of Q,,% . These 
are obtained from the G-composition factors by simply truncating at pn: 
CL = PO * ... + Pn-lCL,-l + P”p., t ... becomes p. + ... + pn-l~CL,-l (cf. [9, 
2.31). So the highest weights of u,-composition factors of Q,,n all lie in Bi,L as 
required. Q.E.D. 
The proof of the theorem above indicates how one might try to compute 
the composition factor multiplicities (Cartan invariants) of the Q,,n , starting 
with G-composition factors; but it is far from easy to do this even in the simplest 
cases. 
In [lo] we have shown that u, is a symmetric algebra (cf. [8, Remark 31); 
as a result, the Cartan matrix C of u, is symmetric. It seems likely that C = tD * D, 
where the “decomposition matrix” D records the composition factor multi- 
plicities of the modules Z,,, defined in [9]. For u all of this was worked out 
in [7]. 
2. REPRESENTATIONS OF THE ALGEBRAIC GROUP 
After summarizing results of J. A. Green [5] on injective G-modules, we use 
recent work of J. W. Ballard and S. Donkin on the structure of injectives to get 
another proof of Mumford’s conjecture and to get some information about 
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the blocks of K[GJ. This is further efined in 2.4,2.5 using results of the second 
author. 
2.1. Green’s Theory for K[G] 
In [5] J. A. Green has studied the category of rational (possibly infmite- 
dimensional) G-modules, with emphasis on the structure of the coalgebra K[G]. 
We list here a number of his conclusions, the first of which had appeared much 
earlier in the work of G. Hochschild on rational cohomology: 
(1) Every rational G-module can be embedded in an injective G-module 
(the latter necessarily infinite-dimensional). 
(2) An injective G-module can be written as a direct sum of indecom- 
posable injectives. 
(3) An indecomposable injective G-module is determined (up to iso- 
morphism) by its socle, which is irreducible. (We write Ih for the injective 
module whose socle is M,+ , X E X+.) 
(4) K[c;l is a direct sum of indecomposable injectives; in any such direct 
sum decomposition, I , occurs dim ilZ,, times. 
(5) K[G] has a “block” decomposition analogous to that of a finite- 
dimensional algebra: I, and I, occur in the same block provided there exists 
a finite chain of IV’s connecting 1, to I, , with adjacent pairs in the chain sharing 
at least one composition factor. If V is any indecomposable rational G-module, 
its composition factors all lie in a single block. 
Green also obtains a Brauer reciprocity law for K[G], to be discussed in 2.3 
below. (His development is quite a bit more general in scope than our summary 
indicates, but these are his main results for our group G.) Further details in 
the case G = SL(2, K) were worked out by Green’s student P. W. Winter [17]. 
2.2. Structure of Injective Modules 
Consider what happens when h E X+ is fixed, say h E X,, , and the other 
subscript is allowed to grow. For example, Qn,n+l = Qnsn @Qp”‘. Since Q,, 
has a G-submodule M,, , which is unaffected by the Frobenius twist, QA,n+l has 
a canonical G-submodule isomorphic to QA,n . These embeddings allow us to 
pass to the direct limit. 
THEOREM. (B) (J. W. Ballard [1], S. Donkin [4]). For any X E X-, In = 
tin QA,n (where n is large enough so that h E X,,). 
When G = SL(2, K), this theorem was found by P. W. Winter [17], leading 
to the conjecture that it should be true generally. We shall draw some con- 
sequences below. 
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Remark. Since the original proof of Mumford’s conjecture byW. J. Haboush, 
two other proofs have been found ([2], [9]). We offer here another proof, based 
on the theorem above, which is similar in spirit to the one in [9] but avoids the 
explicit use of u, . (However, its validity is restricted for the moment to 
p 3 3h - 3.) 
As in [9], we are given a (finite-dimensional) G-module M containing a
G-invariant line L, and we seek a G-module map 4: M -+ St, @ St, (for 
sufficiently large n) such that $(L) # 0. 
Begin by embedding M in an injective module I = @IA. Since M has a 
submodule L isomorphic to M, , a summand I,, must occur in I for which the 
projection rr: M --+ I,, satisfies r(L) # 0. At this point we can ignore M and 
concentrate on the homomorphic image r(M) = A4’ C I, . According to the 
theorem, I,, = lim Qo,,, so for large enough n we get M’ C Qo,n . But by 
construction [8, 10.21, QO,n C St, @ St,, . 
2.3. Blocks and Indecomposable Modules 
We can use some of the previous results to study blocks and indecomposable 
modules. 
In [.5] Green obtains a Brauer reciprocity law for K[G] by lifting injectives to
characteristic 0 (as in the case of the modular group algebra of a finite group). 
He shows that the composition factors of IA are those of the Weyl modules VU 
having MA as a composition factor, repeated in IA as often as the multiplicity 
of MA in VU . This has implications for the study of indecomposable G-modules, 
as follows. 
Define two equivalence relations on X +: First decree that X, t.~ are in the same 
class if M,, , Mu occur as composition factors of some indecomposable module, 
and let he resulting classes determine an equivalence relation: “weakly related.” 
Generate “strongly related” classes of weights by looking just at the composition 
factors of Weyl modules. Since Weyl modules are indecomposable, strongly 
related weights are weakly related. 
PROPOSITION. Weakly related weights are strongly related. 
PYOO~. From Green’s reciprocity law we deduce that all highest weights of 
composition factors of I,+ are strongly related. This carries over to the block 
containing IA , and then to an arbitrary indecomposable module thanks to 
result (5) of 2.1. Q.E.D. 
The proposition shows that questions about composition factors of an in- 
decomposable module can be reduced to the case of a Weyl module, where 
more is known (cf. [ll], [12], [13]). 
In the case of SL(2, K), Winter [17] has described the blocks of K[G] in 
detail (hence the relation on weights discussed above). In general, we can say 
something based on the approach of I .2 above, combined with 2.2. The partition 
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of X, introduced in 1.2 suggests a partition of X+: for i E Zf, L any linkage class 
in X+ not containing (p - I)& let Bi,r, = {A E X+ / A0 = A, = ... = hiVl = 
(p - 1)6, hi EL). (We do not have any Steinberg-type weights left over, since 
(p” - 1)s goes into the class B,,, where 0 EL.) Say that a weight X belongs to a 
block of K[G] if IA lies in that block. 
THEOREM. (B) Weights belonging to a given block of K[G] all lie in one of the 
sets Bi,r, .
Proof. The idea is to reduce matters to the analogous Theorem 1.2. As in 
the preceding discussion, it is enough to examine pairs of G-composition factors 
of some IA . Green’s reciprocity even reduces matters to examining two com- 
position factors of which one is M, (say the other is M,,), though strictly speaking 
we do not need to be so particular. Since 4 is locally finite, Mh and M,, already 
occur as composition factors of some finite-dimensional G-submodule I’. But 
since I,, = lim Qh+ (Theorem 2.2), I’ C QA,n for all large enough n. Choose n so 
large that both h, TV lie in X,,-, . In particular, neither h nor p equals (pm - 1)s. 
Then Theorem 1.2 finishes the proof. Q.E.D. 
The formulation of this result, as well as of 1.2, was suggested by recent 
work of Haboush [6] on central differential operators in UK. He is able to 
separate weights to this extent by looking at the eigenvalues of his central 
operators. 
To complete the determination of blocks, one must decide which weights in 
a set Bi,L belong to a block. (As remarked above, it would be enough to do this 
in the context of Weyl modules.) Winter’s treatment of SL(2, K) shows that the 
sets BI,L in that case usually correspond to two blocks, one for each coset of 
the root lattice in the weight lattice. In an indecomposable G-module (unlike a 
u,-module), all highest weights must obviously belong to the same coset. After 
this further partitioning of the Bi,r. , it seems likely that we will get precisely 
the blocks of K[G]. 
2.4. Further Study of Blocks 
For each r EZ+, define X&, = {X E X+ j X + S E p’X, but X f 6 $ prtla. 
Thus X&, = pr(X&, + 6) - 6. Observe that X& is just the union of the sets 
B,,, defined in 2.3, where L ranges over all linkage classes in X+ not containing 
(p - 1)s. In particular, Theorem 2.3 shows that when h E X& , all weights 
belonging to the same block as h also lie in this set. 
LEMMA. Let A, p E X$, and let Y E Z+. Then A, p are strongly related (2.3) if 
and only if p9 + (pr - l)S, prp + (p’ - 1)s are strongly related. 
Proof. It will suffice to show that M, is a composition factor of rA if and 
only if M9ruttpT-l)6 is a composition factor of F97A+(1)V--1)6 . We have a formal 
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character equation: ch(X) = ch(r,J = Cy a(v) ch M, = C a(~) p-ch(v); here 
a(v) records the multiplicity of n/l, as a composition factor of rA . An elementary 
calculation (see [13], equation (7’)) shows that ch(r,lA+(DI-l)s) = ch(V,$*“) x 
ch( r(9,--1)6), whence ch(prA + (p’ - 1)s) = XV a(v) ch(Mi*‘)) ch(St,) = 
C a(v) p--ch(p’v + (P’ - 1)6). The last equality follows from Steinberg’s 
tensor product theorem: MJpr) @ St,. = MB,v+(D,l--1)8. So we can compare 
composition factor multiplicities, as desired. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM. Suppose R C X&, is an equivalence lass of strongly related weights. 
Then: 
(a) R contains some X with VA = MA . 
(b) For T E Z+, pr(R + 6) - 6 is an equivalence lass of strongly related 
weights, and one obtains in this way all such classes lying in X& . 
Proof. (a) Choose h E R to be minimal with respect o the usual partial 
ordering of weights. Any composition factor Mu of v,, other than M,, must have 
highest weight satisfying TV< h, and by definition TVlies in R. 
(b) This follows at once from the lemma. Q.E.D. 
In the framework of 2.3, the theorem reduces the determination of blocks 
to the case of weights lying in X&,, . In the “generic” case we can settle the matter 
completely, using (a): Let h be p-regular [8,3.4]. Then the block in which h lies 
is just the orbit of X under the affine Weyl group W, (relative top). Indeed, 
this orbit yields a unique irreducible r,, , corresponding to p in the lowest 
alcove [12, Satz lo], while on the other hand, the orbit is a union of strongly 
related classes due to the linkage principle [8, 3.31. 
We remark that, in general, R can contain more than one h for which v,, is 
irreducible. Take G = SL(4, K), with simple roots OCR ,a:2 ,01a nd corresponding 
fundamental dominant weights wr , wa , wa taken in the natural order. Choose 
a,b,c~Z+withO<a,b,c<panda+b+c=2p.Set~+S=aw,+ 
bwz + cw3 , A, + 6 = (p - b)w, + (P - +z + PW, , A, + 6 = PW, + 
(P - +z + (P - bh. According to [ll, Satz 119, cf. also p. 1201, both VA\, 
and r,,z are irreducible. On the other hand, [II, p. 1211 shows that rfi has 
precisely three composition factors (with multiplicity 1): Mu , MA, , MA, , which 
forces the weights to be strongly related. 
2.5. Irreducible W yl Modules 
The preceding discussion shows that a knowledge of which Weyl modules 
VA are irreducible can contribute to our knowledge of blocks. The irreducibility 
problem is not completely solved, but we can reduce it to the case of restricted 
weights. For technical reasons G is now required to be quasi-simple, i.e., its 
root system is irreducible. As in [8], write dim(X) = dim rh . 
48r/54/2-15 
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THEOREM. Let A, p E X+, with ,u E Xp . Then dim(ph + p) > dim(X) dim(p), 
with equality if and only ;f either h = 0 OY p = (p - I)& 
Proof. According to Weyl’s dimension formula, 
dim(ph + CL) (PA + I” + &4(& 4 
dim(h) dim(p) = gj (A + 6, d(P + %a) * 
Fix 01 and rewrite the corresponding factor: 
[P@ + &4 + (CL + ha> -PCS, 41@, 4 = 
(A + &4(p + 6, 4 
(Ph 4 
= (p + s, q- + (A? ;!a) - 
(Ph 4 
(p + 6, a) . (A? i&) * 
Thissumisoftheforma+b-aab,witha,bER,a~l,O<b~l(here 
a = (pS, a)/(/.~ + 6, CL) > 1 since p E X, , and 0 < b = (S, a)/@ + 6, a) < 1 
since h E X+). But any such sum is at least 1, and equals 1 only if a = 1 or 
b=1:ifa>1andb<1,wehavea(1-~)>1--Z~,hencea+b--aab= 
a(1 - b) + b > 1 - b + b = 1. It follows that the factor under consideration 
is 2-1, with equality only when (pS, a) = (p + 6, CL) or (6, a) = (h + 6, LY). 
In turn, the product is 21, with equality only when for all positive roots 01, 
either (p, a) = ((p - l)S, a) or (A, cr) = 0. B ecause the root system is irreducible, 
there exists a positive root (e.g., the highest root) whose support is the set of 
all simple roots. For such 01 we have: (p, a) = ((p - l)S, a) iff p = (p - l)S 
(p E X,) and (h, a) = 0 iff h = 0 (/\ E X+). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Let p = p,, + ppl + *.. + prp,. E X+, with pi E X, and t+ # 0. 
Then TM is irreducible if and onZy if FS, is ‘irreducible and pi = (p - 1)s for 
O<i<r. 
Proof. Set X = f”r + .‘. + p’-$r , so p = t+, + ph. Proceed by induction 
on r, the case Y = 0 being trivial. Combining Steinberg’s tensor product 
theorem and the inequality in the theorem, we have: 
(*) dim MU = dim n/r, dim MU0 < dim vA dim VU0 < dim v, . Now rU 
is irreducible precisely when dim V, = dim Mu , i.e., precisely when equality 
holds in (*), i.e., when dim MA = dim rA , dim Mu, = dim VU0 , and dim Fp = 
dim VU0 dim rA . Thanks to the theorem, this happens iff tfn and VU0 are 
irreducible and either pa = (p - 1)s or else X = 0. The latter is impossible, 
since we have assumed that pT # 0. Since for p0 = (p - l)S, we automatically 
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have MU0 = St = rkO, the condition for VU to be irreducible isthat CL,, = 
(p - 1)s and MA = VA. Th e proof is completed by applying induction to X. 
Q.E.D. 
With p as in the corollary, notice that p E X& iff CL,, + (p - 1)s. Accordingly 
we obtain: 
COROLLARY. Let R be a strongly related class contained in X&,, . If p E R and 
v,, is irreducible, then p must lie in 27, . 
Note added in proof. In his thesis, Donkin has proved Theorem 2.3 for all p. This 
can also be done using Theorem 2.4b and induction on i. 
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